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LESSONS LEARNED
• Knowing the limitations of your equipment or product

• Knowing the validity of certifications and specifications

• Knowledge of past problems and anomalies

• Don’t let schedule pressure outweigh mission safety

• Demand proof of mission safety - not prove it won’t fail

• Maintain corporate memory and lessons learned data base

• Importance of proper and clear communication
• Maintain a non-intimidating managerial environment
• Never be afraid to ask questions and don’t be afraid to speak up and offer your

professional opinion – it’s your responsibility
• Engineers need “authority” to go with “responsibility”
• Take personal ownership and pride in what you do
• Never presume anything – check and double check
• Challenge assumptions and analysis with simple calculations and gut feelings
• After the decision has been made, always ask the question, “But what if we are

wrong?” and “What if other conditions are present at the same time?”



BREAKDOWN IN CHALLENGER ETHICS APPLIES
EQUALLY WELL TO ALL PROFESSIONALS

Professional Ethics Breaks Down When People:

 REMAIN SILENT and do not offer their professional
opinion

 Are INTIMIDATED by peers or management or THEY
ARE the intimidating managers

 Are UNABLE or UNWILLING to provide CLEAR and
UNAMBIGIOUS communication

 Are UNWILLING TO ADMIT MISTAKES and
compound their breach of ethics by attempting to
COVER-UP or BLAME OTHERS
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MCDONALD’S LAWS OF THE 7 R’S + 1

Do the RIGHT Thing
For the RIGHT REASON

At the RIGHT Time
With the RIGHT People

And you will have no REGRETS
It will help you sleep well for the REST of your life!

[P.S. - You don’t ALWAYS have to be RIGHT,
But you ALWAYS have to be HONEST!]
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KNOWLEDGE VS WISDOM

• Many employees in the workforce today do not
recognize the difference between knowledge and
wisdom.

• They can “Google” huge quantities of knowledge
that makes them feel smarter than they really are.

• They lack wisdom to “SAFELY” use or employ
this knowledge.
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